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Abstract
In an attempt to clarify how a beginner who has not yet
mastered a software program is to learn to use word processing programs, this thesis examines two examples, WordPerfect
and W.W. Norton's TEXTRA from the standpoint of their documentation.

Software developers have adopted conflicting

rhetorical strategies in their documentation: some have
sought clear instruction via a rule-based rhetoric with a
reliance on jargon-free standard English, and others have
pursued an inferential rhetoric.

These two strategies

parallel two models in modern communications theory: a
decoding model and an inferential model.

WordPerfect seems

to follow a decoding (rule-based) approach and TEXTRA seems
to follow an inferential approach.

An examination of the

rhetorical environment of the documentation is a useful
strategy for determining the complexity of the program and
the complexity of learning how to use it.
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THE RHETORIC OF DOCUMENTATION: TWO APPROACHES
INTRODUCTION

One has only to walk into a college library to see the
degree to which computer technology has entered the learning
process.
terminals.

The card catalog has been replaced by computer
The Modern Language Association (MLA) index now

comes on a computer disk, as do a dozen other indexes of
specialized publications.

All of these forms of biblio-

graphic information fall into the category of data bases,
and are the most visible form of computer usage.

Another

highly visible and even more common use of computers on
college campuses is as word processors.

For a student who

must learn to express ideas on paper, mastering the use of a
word processor is as important to academic success as mastering the use of the electronic card catalog.

This need

to master the new technology leads to the focus of this
thesis, which is to compare the documentation in two word
processors, to examine how a student might acquire a facility with this form of writing.

Where data bases tend to rely upon large scale computers (frequently referred to as "main frames") which can
service many users at remote terminals simultaneously, word
processors usually use desk-top, or personal, computers.
Writing laboratories have sprung up on campuses, usually
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equipped with personal computers using a variety of the many
forms of commercial word processors now on the market.

Some

universities now equip dorm rooms and faculty offices with
personal computers, primarily because they are flexible
enough to run a variety of commercially available programs
and also able to communicate with the larger main frames.

Obviously, success in an environment which uses this
technology depends on finding a convenient way to learn how
to apply it.

In the case of, for example, a library data

base (the technological equivalent of an on-line card file),
a student need learn only a few commands to direct a search
of the data base, making it relatively easy to use.

The

student also has access to the librarians, many of whom are
trained experts in the system and who can act as guides or
instructors.

In contrast, mastering a word processor on a personal
computer forces the student to rely on the software producer's documentation, and it is here that a problem begins.
Even a relatively basic word processing program such as W.W.
Norton's TEXTRA has 53 functions for the student to master,
and WordPerfect, a popular full-featured program, has 137.
The user must also have mastered the concept of "software"
and the operating system (such as DOS) through which the

3
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word processor operates.

But program complexity alone is

not the major problem, nor is the need to learn new concepts.

The problem is the documentation itself.

As R. John

Brockman points out, "Inadequate software documentation for
users is a widely acknowledged problem in the computer
industry" (1).

He seconds the opinion of Peter McWilliams,

whom he quotes from The Personal Computer in Business Book:
"The weakest link in the world of small computers is the
documentation" (14).

Software documentation takes a variety of forms, including instructional manuals, tutorials or practice exercises, reference cards which offer mnemonic clues to the
available functions, and templates to map certain keyboard
keys to specific functions.

Tutorials and abbreviated

instructions may also be incorporated into the program for
display on the screen, as "on-line help," ostensibly reducing the need to turn away from the screen and the writing
task to read the manual.

Recent trends indicate an increas-

ed use of this form of on-line help.

Examples of tangled syntax, faulty organization or
confusing layout in software documentation abound.

As a

sample of poor organization, the authors of the Handbook for
Developing Computer User Manuals cite the example of "a
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seventy-nine page manual that on page 69 announces 'the
first thing you will have to do before performing anything' " ( Ad ams et a 1 . 9 ) .

The most common complaint about software documentation,
however, is the overuse of jargon (Brockman 153; HoughtonAlico 49; Price 6).

Brockman provides a definition and

illustration of jargon:

Jargon can be defined as words unfamiliar to the
intended audience.

There is rarely a jargon word

that is jargon to all audiences.

For instance, an

'objective correlative' is perfectly meaningful to
a literature major who specialized in T.S. Eliot,
but is incomprehensible to anyone else.

By the

same token a 'MUX' would be totally meaningless to
a literature major (153).

Deann Houghton-Alica offers as one example of flawed rhetoric this definition of the computer command "XXX" found in a
user manual:
XXX: The screen on which the application should define
its windows

(48).

5
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The language of the example is nonsense on its surface
and is doubly abstruse because it uses common words (window,
screen, application) as jargon with private definitions
which are unique, not just to the computer industry, but
even more narrowly, to the company which wrote the software
and the accompanying documentation from which the example
was taken.

Houghton-Alice uses this example as a reason for

her rule to "Avoid Jargon" (50).

Charles Sides, however, defends the use of jargon.
"Good documentation uses jargon," he says (5).

He would

argue that the definition provided by Houghton-Alica is not
understandable because the writer failed to identify the
audience as being outside the knowledgeable group.

For the

knowledgeable (the "in") group, jargon serves as a form of
shorthand for communicatingl4.

To Sides, it makes no sense

to alter terminology if the readers share the knowledge of
the writer.

There is an advantage in using jargon within a

knowledgeable group simply because the jargon provides
context as well as fact.

There is disadvantage, however,

when the jargon disguises information to those not members
of the "in group."

We can see, therefore, that texts on writing software
vary widely in their separate approaches; some taking a
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rule-based approach, others taking a procedural or inferential approach, with the two approaches in strenuous disagreement.

When Houghton-Alico advocates the rule of avoid-

ing jargon, she is in effect advising the writer to remain
in the environment of general English and to use words with
precision; Sides, however, accepts the use of jargon if the
writer can establish a common "cognitive environment" or can
identify what the writer and the audience share.

These two

approaches parallel a current theory in communication of two
models of understanding, one called a code (or decoding)
model, the other an inferential model.

A heavy reliance on the decoding model leads to the use
of rule-based software manuals, and reliance on the inferential model leads to a more holistic treatment.

As an exam-

ple of the rule-based approach, we can examine the documentation for the word processing program built around a reference manual, WordPerfect; for the holistic approach, we can
look at W.W. Norton's TEXTRA.

7
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BACKGROUND THEORY

A long-standing dispute continues over the location and
construction of meaning in communications.

The conflict in

rhetorical style for documentation is a part of this overall
disagreement over meaning that has gone on in the field of
literature and communication.

"From Aristotle through

modern semiotics, all theories of communication were based
on a single model, which we call the code model" (Sperber
and Wilson 697).

In 1926, however, the literary critic I.

A. Richards proposed that language has two uses: the Scientific (sic) and the emotive.

Within the "emotive"

language

there was ambiguity, but within the "Scientific" language,
he saw the possibility for clarity.

"

so far as any

body of references is undistorted it belongs to Science"
(Lodge 111).

But where Richards sought to look at a piece

of literature as an organic "whole' isolated from the author, a modern communications theory adopts a different perspective, shifting the focus from the medium to the participants in communication: treating communication as a cooperative act between the speaker (or writer) and the audience.

In a 1967 Harvard University lecture, H. P. Grice
provided a long list of conversational exchanges to illus8
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trate the difference between the words used and the intended
implication of the message.

In

a later article, "Logic and

Conversation," based on the lectures, Grice offered the idea
of conversation as a cooperative act; a "quasi-contractual
matter" (48).

This contract is based on a Cooperative

Principle supported by nine maxims -- grouped under the
headings of Quantity (do not say what you believe is false),
Quality (be relevant), Relation (say it understandably
within that context) and Manner (be perspicuous) -- by which
meanings beyond the words are available.

Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson,

in a precis of their

book, Relevance: Communication and Cognition, describe the
method by which people communicate, once a common environment is established.

In a linguistic approach to communica-

tion, Sperber and Wilson describe the process by which
people who "share a cognitive environment" can make assumptions about, for instance, the characterization of others
who have access to that environment.

They define a cogni-

tive environment for an individual as "a set of facts that
are manifest," that is, perceptible or inferable to the
individual (699).

This would seem to be the basis for

jargon being understandable to the "in group."

The documen-

tation writer who can identify with the reader's experience
or who can establish that environment is better able to
9
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communicate new information to the reader (Sides 7).

Sperber and Wilson also describe two internal information processing devices by which "linguistic utterances" are
rendered usable: a decoding model and an inferential model
(698). The decoding model is "a system which pairs internal
messages with external signals, thus enabling two information processing systems (organisms or machines) to communicate" (697).

The inferential process "takes a set of pre-

mises as input and yields as output a set of conclusions
which follow logically from, or are at least warranted by,

the premises" (698).

Inference is a process based on the

accumulated set of assumptions already in the mind.

In Relevance: Communication and Cognition, Sperber and
Wilson offer an anecdotal example of the power of communication:
Peter and Mary are sitting on a park bench.

He

points in a direction where she had not so far
noticed anything in particular.

This time she

takes a closer look and sees their acquaintance
Julius in the distance, sitting on the grass.

In

other words, as a result of Peter's behavior, the
presence of Julius, which was weakly manifest in
Mary's cognitive environment, has become more
10
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manifest, to the point of being actually noticed.
Moreover, it has become manifest that Peter himself noticed Julius and intended her to notice him
too.

(700)

Although the example contains not a word of spoken or writ-

ten dialogue between Peter and Mary,

it illustrates a number

of principles about human communication which the authors
propose.

First, the example illustrates that Peter and Mary

are acquaintances, not necessarily intimate, and therefore
will invest some measure of cooperation in the task of
communications.

This cooperation seems a necessary ingredi-

ent in successful communications and has been addressed as a
separate subject by H. P. Grice, upon whose work Sperber and
Wilson build.

Second, the example illustrates the notion

that Julius, because he is known to both, represents a
mutual "assumption" which each can accept.

The assumption

is not based on their equal knowledge of Julius, but that he
is known in some way to each.

Third, the example illus-

trates that their joint presence in the park provides a
context, a subset of Mary's assumptions about the world of
which Peter shares some portion.

Fourth, the example illus-

trates that Peter, by making the gesture,

implies an attempt

to communicate the message about Julius's presence as well
as the message that he intends to communicate some informa11
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tion to Mary.

This act of drawing attention is called

ostention.

This example from Sperber and Wilson illustrates that
communication is possible even without words.

Spoken lan-

guage has some advantage over written language, of course.
A speaker can add information to the words themselves by the
ostensive devices of gesture, expression and inflection.
Within this spare example of Peter and Mary in the park are
principles that can be extended to spoken and written words,
and therefore to writing software documentation.

In partic-

ular, it draws attention to the ways by which meaning is
conveyed without words, and emphasizes that communication
conveys meaning in two ways, "by means of a code shared by
the communicator and his audience or by means of ostensive
stimuli providing the audience with evidence from which the
communicator's informative intention can be inferred"
(Sperber and Wilson 701).

In writing, the emphasis in the communication of an
idea is on written words, their connotation and denotation
and on their arrangement on the page (or on a text screen)
and the rhythms they create in the mind.

But even in writ-

ing, methods of communication beyond the decoding of words
are also possible.

Sperber and Wilson cite as examples the
12
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literary use of the "poetic effects" of irony, metaphor,
meiosis, and hyperbole which, they say, "create common
impressions rather than common knowledge" (707).

To Grice

these poetic effects are explainable because they are blatant attempts to flout the maxims of Quantity or Quality,
opening the path to other interpretations (53).

The con-

verse of this, and the warning to documentation writers, is
that the other participant in communications, the reader,
may apply other interpretations to the words because of the
context, or rhetorical environment.

A software documentation writer has some advantage over
a fiction writer in that the reader has come, cooperatively,
to the park bench looking for information and is willing to
invest some effort in the communication.

The reader will,

according to Sperber and Wilson make economical assumptions
leading to "maximizing the relevance of the information
processed" (700).

As can be seen from the emphasis on the cognitive
environment, it is to the advantage of the software documentation writer to understand this environment in which the
audience has pre-formed assumptions and to know what part of
the environment he shares with that audience.

Many writers

place emphasis on the need to know the audience (Brockman

13
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58; Price 32).

Brockman goes so far as to say that the

audience must be "the absolute dictator of documentation
style" (110).

14
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TWO APPROACHES TO THE AUDIENCE

It may seem impossible to address secretaries, students, writers, and teachers as sharing a common cognitive
environment: it may seem too broad an audience, but the
software producer and the documentation writer control the
immediate rhetorical environment of the software user.

They

do this by designing the page and screen layout, by selecting the language they use, by arranging the reference materials and mnemonic aids in an accessible fashion (Brockman,
48-59).

The primary importance in communicating to a begin-

ner how to use a software program is the whole rhetorical
environment of computer screen, instructional manual, and
the tutorials together with the ostensive effects of the
layout of the material, the accessibility of the commands,
and the ease with which instructional material may be found.
These constitute the "park" in which the documentation
writer meets the user.

The disagreement over the use of jargon may be simply a
distraction: those who eschew it identify themselves as
favoring a rule-based approach to documentation writing.
This rule-based approach may include the strict adherence to
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general English, reliance on procedural steps beginning with
imperative verbs, fixed format for each command, fixed
conventions for numbering steps in a procedure, and limits
to the number of steps in any single procedure.
are dependent on the documentation designer.

Other rules

The rule-based

approach is equivalent to the decoding model of Sperber and
Wilson, and relies on close control of the ostensive effects
in order that meaning would be conveyed by the words themselves.

The equivalent of the inferential model in documen-

tation is the approach that, among other criteria, uses
ostensive effects to provide additional information, uses a
conversational language, groups common ideas into a paragraph structure, and "recognizes that readers bring generic
expectations of text organization to the task of reading
(our) manuals" (Brockman 65).

In examining the functions

and the documentation of WordPerfect and Norton's TEXTRA we
can see how two major producers of software documentation
approach the task in two different ways.

The other participant in this act of communication is
the writer using the word processor.

For the purpose of

comparing the two approaches to documentation, we will
consider how a college-level composition student must learn
to use each program, given the integrated information package of manual, tutorial, on-line help, etc., provided by the
16
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documentation writer.

The student writer must first learn

some of the documentation writer's jargon, including new
terms for traditional ideas.
a "piece," an "essay,"
a "file" or "document."

What the student thinks of as

or a "story," for instance, will be
Textual "phrases" and "paragraphs"

become "blocks" of text.

Writing itself becomes

"entering

text" or "editing a file."

In examining the two manuals, it seems that the student
approaching either program is expected to have acquired a
basic vocabulary of computer jargon.

He should be able to

apply such nouns as: disk, hard disk, drive, file, cursor,
arrow keys, function keys, home, and end, and such verbs as:
format, retrieve, enter, and delete.

These words are used,

without explanation, in both manuals, as though they had
already been absorbed into general English.

They would have

been introduced in the computer manufacturer's instructions
on setting up the machine.

WordPerfect introduces many of

these phrases in the tutorial workbook, implying that the
workbook is the proper beginning point for a novice.

17
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COMPARISONS

Because WordPerfect differs so greatly from TEXTRA in
complexity, the two cannot be compared point-by-point.
WordPerfect includes not only word processing functions but
also many more printing and graphics features.
TEXTRA contains only word processing functions.

Norton's
The program

structure is described below since it too is a part of the
rhetorical environment, and places limits on what the documentation must say and do.

The documentation which describes

the use of the program will then be compared only at the
level where they overlap.

The comparisons will be made of

the documentation only in terms of the basic functions of
word processing: creating, editing, storing, and printing
(in a basic form) the text.

Program Structure
The structure of any program, its commands, screen
presentations, the on-line help offered, the printed documentation and tutorials constitute a rhetorical environment
in which the student carries on a dialogue with the computer
while also trying to construct a piece of text.

18
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Both TEXTRA and WordPerfect use keystroke sequences
Cone key at a time; [Fll, for example) and combinations (two
keys pressed at the same time;

CALT-Hl, for example) as

commands to the program as to how to handle the text.

A

list of the function keys with their names appears in Appendix A.

The repertoire of available commands constitute a

language by which the program and the user communicate.
best it is a difficult dialogue.

At

While the user is capable

of both inferential and decoding modes of understanding, the
computer is capable of only decoding the commands given it.

WordPerfect

TEXTRA
A repertoire of 53 commands.

A repertoire of 137 commands.

Commands controlled by function keys, alone and in combination
with
Shift
key
[SHIFT l and Alternative key
[ALT]; 23 commands derived
from Control key [CTRL] combined with letter keys.

Commands controlled by function keys used alone and in
combination with Shift key
[SHIFT], the Alternative key
[ALT], and Control key [CTRLl
followed by subsequent numerical choices.

Discussion.

In general, a keystroke or keystroke

combination selected from the repertoire takes the user to a
set of choices which make the initial choice more specific.
In TEXTRA, for instance, selecting function key [F3l (defined as "New Format") while creating or editing the main
document evokes a menu of seven possible page formats or the
19
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chance to alter (edit) any of them.

Choosing one of the

formats by selecting a second function key will cause the
text following the cursor to use that format.
the key stroke sequence [F3l,

In effect,

[F2l will switch from main

document line spacing, paragraph indentation and line width
to an indented quote format which will then continue in
effect until the keystroke combination [F3l, [Fl] restores
the main document format.

The line format in use is dis-

played graphically on the screen, as a "ruler" with margins,
paragraph indentation and tabs indicated.

To create the same effect in WordPerfect, the threekeystroke sequence [Shift-F8l,

(11,

(71 will bring the

student to the point at which the margin entries can be
entered.

In general, keystroke sequences in the more com-

plex program, WordPerfect, will be longer than those in
TEXTRA.

In the above sequence,

[Shift-F81

(defined as

Format), leads to the four numbered choices of Line, Page,
Document, and Other.

Selecting Line (11 leads to another

screen list of nine choices of line format including Hyphenation, Justification, and Margins, among others.

Selecting

Margins [7], allows entry of the column numbers which will
be the left and right margins.

No ruler is displayed.

As can be seen from the above, the keystroke sequence
20
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in WordPerfect is not just one stroke longer; at each selection screen, the student finds considerable information to
sort through to find the desired function.

The student must

also shift attention from composition to searching through a
larger mass of instruction on what to do, whether that
information is on the screen or in the manual.

The WordPer-

fect repertoire of 137 commands was derived by counting the
entries in the Table of Contents of the Reference section of
the manual (49-52).

By taking other permutations of key-

strokes, other totals are possible.

As is frequently the case in WordPerfect, the sequential keystroke procedure to accomplish a task is supplemented with a single command.

The process of indenting the

margins described above can be accomplished by the command
[SHIFT-F41 to indent both margins by one tab stop, or with
the command [F4l to indent the left margin by one tab stop.

Documentation structure
Documentation becomes the medium through which the
student learns to use the program.

It constitutes the major

part of the rhetorical environment in which the program is
used.

21
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TEX TR A

WordPerfect

Documentation consists of a
142-page printed manual plus
the on-line help screens and
an on-line handbook of English.

Documentation consists of a
563-page printed manual, plus
a 398-page tutorial workbook,
a reference card which 1 ist
commands and a template which
fits around the function keys
as a memory aid (see below).
The on-line Help, invoked by
entering [F3], is described
below.
An on-line tutorial supplements the printed workbook.

Discussion.

The contents of the TEXTRA manual are

arranged by the functions of getting started, creating,
editing, formatting, printing, and saving the text.
chapters are devoted to editing procedures.

Three

It proved

useful to read these chapters over before beginning to enter
or edit text.

The tone of the manual is nearly conversa-

tional, following the inferential model.

The student is

told what to expect with certain actions, such as:

When you press [Fll the Edit menu will be replaced
by the Shift menu.
And
If you press [ESCJ at this point, the prompt will
disappear (32).

To locate the information for format selection given
22
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above, the student has two basic choices for finding the
information, as well as the option of experimentation.

An

adept (experienced) program user could rely on personal
memory for the keystroke sequence CF31,

[Fll, but the stu-

dent writer must look for clues in the immediate environment, which consists of the on-line help or the manual.

To

experiment, the student could see at the foot of his editing
screen a list of ten instructions including CF31 New Format,
and simply invoke the command to see what result might
occur.

The student could also look in the manual where the

Table of Contents or the index entry for "Formatting" would
lead to Chapter Seven.

In WordPerfect documentation is voluminous, and follows
the rule-based model.

The manual includes chapters on

Installation, Getting Started and a Reference section.

The

374-page Reference section is arranged as an encyclopedia of
features: Cancel, Center Page, Concordance, etc.

Each

feature description uses a prefatory sentence or paragraph
to describe the purpose, a numbered list of procedural
steps, and a final sentence or paragraph of explanation or
warning.

Procedural steps all begin with an imperative verb

(Move, Select, Enter, etc.).

The Reference section becomes

the most used source of information about the commands.
With 137 commands to name, however, some of the names are
23
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less than meaningful to a beginning user.

The command Mark

Text CALT-FSJ, for instance, leads to a feature which allows
the merging of several documents into one, a feature not
apparent in the name.

Nor does the feature named Screen

CCTRL F31 imply that it can be used to draw lines around
text or enclose illustrations.

The Reference section has

its own Table of Contents arranged as an alphabetical list
of the features. The tone of the manual is more imperative
than TEXTRA:
Press

-> Search to begin the search.

And
Type the characters and/or codes you want to find
( 311).

An on-line tutorial is available as an alternative to
the Fundamentals section of the workbook.

Completing the

on-line tutorial or, at minimum, the first 12 to 15 lessons
in the workbook is an important first step.

Either lead the

student through the commands keystroke-by-keystroke, with
extensive explanation.

To locate information for the format selection described above, the student using WordPerfect has the same
three options described for TEXTRA, except that experimentation is limited because there is no on-screen listing of
24
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basic commands, as In TEXTRA.

The reference section Table

of contents yields an entry for Format, and the index yields
a variety of entries in which format is a key word.

Templates.

Each program provides a listing of the features

or functions associated with the function keys.

In TEXTRA

the listing is given at the foot of the screen as a two line
menu.

In WordPerfect the listing is given on a cardboard

template which fits around the function keys.
TEXTRA

WordPerfect

In lieu of a template to list
the 53 functions, two lines
at the bottom of the edit
screen list the ten functions
directly accessible.

WordPerfect provides a cardboard
template which
fits
over the function keys of the
two IBM style keyboards. The
template lists the forty initial choices offered to accomplish the desired task.
Pressing the Help key CF31
twice will evoke a screen
display of the template.

Discussion.

In TEXTRA, pressing function key [Fl],

labeled "more ... ," in the on-screen menu will change this
two line menu to the ten functions accessible with the key
combination CSHIFT-Fx].

Selecting CFll again will change

the display to the CALT-Fxl menu.

In effect, a function can

be accessed in two ways. The student can cycle the menu
until the function is on the screen and press the function
key.

The alternative is to use the combination [SHIFT-Fxl
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or [ALT-Fxl.

This alternative requires some familiarity

with the program.

The arrangement of the functions, howev-

er, follows a logical pattern, as can be seen from the
listing in Appendix A.

The functions accessible with the

function key alone are all related to text manipulation:
[F2l to insert a line,

[F3] to choose a new line format,

[F4l to highlight the text, etc.

Functions accessible with

the combination [SHIFT-Fx) relate to manipulation of larger
blocks of text:

[SHIFT-F51 to copy a block,

modify the page layout, etc.

(SHIFT-F8] to

The [ALT-Fx) functions are

related to ancillary functions: bibliography, endnotes, word
count, and access to DOS commands.

In WordPerfect, the template lists the forty functions
directly accessible.

Hunting through a list of forty fea-

tures can be slow until the student gains familiarity.

A~

seen in the Appendix A listing, some patterns can be seen in
the arrangement.

The search and replace commands use [F2l

alone or as modified by the [SHIFT),

[ALT), or [CTRL] keys.

An analogy can be made that the programming function defined
by the function key is modified by the adjectives inherent
in the [SHIFT],

[ALT], or [CTRL] keys.

Comparison by function
Initial screens.

Both programs begin by flashing briefly on
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the screen the company logo (TEXTRA) or copyright notice
(WordPerfect).

After a few seconds this fades.

TEXTRA
After the logo screen fades,
a choice screen appears on
which the student faces four
choices:
1. Retrieve a document
2. Create a new document
3.
Information on getting
started
4. Exit from the program.
A line at the bottom of the
screen advises "Press [Alt-HJ
anytime you need Help."
Discussion.

After
fades,
screen
cribed

WordPerfect
the copyright screen
a nearly blank editing
appears.
It is desbelow.

No Help is offered; prior
knowledge of how to access
on-line Help is required.

That the TEXTRA opening screen offers

"information" as an option is less threatening to a beginner.

A line at the bottom of the screen advises "Press [ALT

HJ anytime you need some help."
to another Help screen.

Selecting Information leads

This screen and the choices are

explained both on page 16 of the manual and by a Help screen
accessed with [ALT HJ.

In effect, there area variety of

ostensive effects which offer clues to the student as to
what to do.

Frequent complaints have been voiced about the introauction to WordPerfect.

The blank screen can be disconcert-

ing the first time the user initiates the program, even
after has reading the "Getting Started" section of the manu-
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al, because there are no visible cues as to what to do next.
The manual advises, "Upon entering WordPerfect, you can
start typing" (34), but if the student types text onto the
screen, he or she must then learn what to do with it.

This

requires prior knowledge of the documentation writer's assumptions by reference to the workbook or the Reference
section of the manual.

Editing screens.

On the editing screens a student would

enter, manipulate, and correct text.

TEXTRA

WordPerfect

At the top of the editing
screen, and information line
displays
the current
file
name and the page, line and
column position of the cursor. Below this is a "ruler"
line, a graphic representation of the line format, with
margins, tabs, and paragraph
indentation. At the bottom of
the screen, an information
bar gives the name of the
current screen, and the reminders of the keys for exiting CESC] and for on-line
Help CALT-Hl.
Below this is
a two line menu of the function key features.

Immediately after the initial
screen
fades,
the
program
presents
the nearly blank
editing screen.
The cursor
blinks in the upper left corner and a line of letters in
the lower right indicate:
"Doc 1 Pg 1 ln 1" Pas 1."

Discussion.

These screens represent the strongest con-

trast between the two systems.
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Wilson's analogy, the WordPerfect "park" is barren.

TEXTRA,

by contrast, provides reference cues in the form of the
ruler and the three lines of information.

The TEXTRA edit-

ing screen holds four fewer lines of text than WordPerfect;
20 compared to 24, or a decrease of 17\.

To what extent

this affects the student's overall view of the theme is not
apparent, but it would seem that the bordering information
would more important to a student than an additional four
lines of text.

WordPerfect's default cursor position gives

page and line position of the cursor in inches.

To change

them to columns and line numbers requires changing the Setup
conditions.

Help Screens.

A key part of the cognitive environment of

the two programs is the on-line documentation offered to the
student.
TEXTRA

WordPerfect

The Help option is evoked by
pressing [ALT-HJ

The Help option is evoked by
pressing [F3].

Discussion.

The TEXTRA key combination CALT-H] leads

to a menu of choices of the five types of help available.
The reminder of this available Help is always displayed
the screen.

on

The menu choices include an index of help

topics, a keystroke summary of commands, the cursor movement
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commands, access to film-strip type tutorials, and a choice
called "How do I ... ?" which also accesses film strips by the
action desired.

The most obvious form of Help, however, is

the on-screen listing of commands and the function keys
which invoke them.

The (Fl] key is labelled "more ... " and

causes the next group of ten commands to be displayed.

On the WordPerfect Help screen can be seen the one sly
bit of humor in the documentation; it contains the instruction, "Press ENTER to exit Help."

The first screen of on-

line Help gives two Help choices.

One tells the student to

press a letter key to get a listing of features which begin
with that letter; in effect, an index of information available, similar to the Table of Contents in the Reference
section of the manual, or the Index in the back of the
manual.

The on-screen index entries overlap, but differ

from, either the Table of Contents or the Index.

The

screen index also serves as a mnemonic similar to the reference card since the listing gives the keystroke sequence to
call up that feature.

The other Help screen choice is to

press a function key to get a screen of information about
that key.

In each program a minimum of two keystrokes is

required to call up a screen of information about a key or a
function.
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When the student accesses the on-line Help, the text is
removed from the screen to be replaced with the sought-after
information, and is therefore as much an interruption to the
student's thought process as turning to a manual.

The

TEXTRA opening screen choice of Information on Getting
started makes it possible to use the program without relying
on the printed manual.

Default Settings.

The character of the display, the type

and amount of information shown on the screen, the printer
and its fonts, editing characteristics and other controls on
the system are pre-set by the software designer, but may be
altered by the user.

The degree of ease in finding the

switches for the settings varies between the two systems as
follows:
TEXTRA
Default settings for the margins and page sizes are listed in the section on "page
layout" (93).

Wordperfect
Default settings for the page
size are illustrated in the
Getting Started section of
the manual ( 34) and in the
on-line tutorial.

Defaults can be altered at
the cursor position or permanently.

Defaults can be altered at
the cursor position or permanently.

Discussion.

In both programs, the default settings can

be altered temporarily (at the cursor position, or for the
current document only) or permanently.
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are accessible through format control.
covered in a manual chapter.

In TEXTRA this is

The information bar at the

bottom of the screen lists New Format [F3].

An experimenter

could make that choice, which leads to the command sequence
for changing page size, line spacing, indentation, and type
styles in the current document.

In WordPerfect, the Format

[SHIFT-F8] entry in the Reference section of the manual
lists the format options and sends the reader to an entry
for each option.

Permanent changes in defaults in TEXTRA

are contained in the Customize entry under the [ALT] menu.
In WordPerfect, permanent changes are made under the Setup
feature [SHIFT-Fl].

The Setup entry also sends the reader

to entries for the particular options to be changed.

Each of the programs provides the user with a screen
display which represents, in a general way, how the text
will lay on the page.

In the case of WordPerfect, the

screen display is only an approximation, and valid only if
the default print font matches the screen font.

Entering Text.

Using the MLA approved format for a college

theme, the student would enter a heading in the upper left
corner of the page in a stacked array, followed by the text
of the theme.

A novice user would discover the information

for entering this initial text for each program as follows:
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TEXTRA
Chapter three of the manual
(31-42) describes the basics
of creating and editing text,
cursor movement and moving
among the menus.

Discussion.

WordPerfect
The Getting Started section
of the manual (21-46) describes the keyboard, the function keys, access to on-line
Help and the default setting
for
margins
and
spacing.
According to the manual,
"Starting WordPerfect is like
rolling a clean sheet of paper into a typewriter with
margins and spacing already
set" (33).

Intuitively, a novice on either program

would take the approach of treating the keyboard as a typewriter, entering text and possibly entering the equivalent
of a carriage return ([Enter]) at the end of each line.
Interestingly, neither manual introduces the phrase or idea
of "wrap around text," nor instructs the student to use
CENTER] only at the end of a paragraph.

This emphasizes the

need for some prior assumptions required of the student.
The information, however, can be found in the WordPerfect
workbook tutorials.

For a more complete introduction to

entering text, the student should refer to the WordPerfect
workbook.

The first two chapters introduce the basic jargon

terms and give extensive explanation of basic procedures.

Editing existing text (deleting, inserting, or formatting) in TEXTRA is relatively straightforward.
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feet it is unsafe to edit without turning on the feature
named Reveal Codes CALT-F3].

This feature uses the lower

half of the screen to repeat the text in the upper half, but
with the hidden codes shown.

These codes control the ap-

pearance of the text on the screen or printed page, and are
inserted into the text, sometimes in pairs, when any of the
features are invoked by pressing a function key.

Because

they are normally hidden, it is easy to erase them or one of
a pair of them, leading to considerable confusion in the
editing process.

Moving the Cursor.

In word processing programs, moving the

cursor is basic to operation of the program.

The cursor is

a pointer which marks the position where text is entered and
changes are to be made, and is used to mark the beginning
and end points of blocks of text.

The speed and accuracy

with which a student can move the cursor through text influences the overall rate of speed of composition.
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TEX TR A

WordPerfect

Cursor movement is controlled
by the Arrow keys, Page Up,
Page Down, Home, and End keys
and modified by the Control
[CTRL]
and
Shift
[SHIFT]
keys.

Cursor movement is controlled
by the arrow keys, Page Up,
Page Down, Home and END keys,
and modified by the Escape
[ESC]
and
Control
[CTRL]
keys.

Cursor movement is described
in a section of Chapter 3 of
the manual (34-37).

"Cursor movement"
in the Reference
ble of Contents
move" is an Index
lead to page 99.

Discussion.

is an entry
section Taand "Cursor
entry; both

TEXTRA offers more complexity in cursor

movement, since various key combinations will allow moving
the cursor a word, sentence, paragraph, or page at a time.
The sequence [Shift-Left Arrow], for instance, will move the
cursor to the beginning of previous sentences.

To a writer

accustomed to thinking of text in these terms, this would
seem to act as reference for memorizing the keys involved.
The two programs use the same key sequence ([CTRL-Left
Arrow] or [CTRL-Right arrow]) to move the cursor to the
previous or following word.

Saving the Text.

Text entered on the screen is ephemeral.

It is held in the short-term memory of the computer where it
will disappear if the power is turned off.

It must be

transcribed to a permanent medium, such as disk or tape, if
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it is to be re-edited or re-used.

The text must also be

given a unique name so that it can be retrieved.
TEXTRA

WordPerfect

Two commands for saving text
are provided.

Two commands for saving text
are provided.

A brief chapter is devoted to
the options available with
the Save commands (111-115).

The
information on
text is dispersed.

Name
verification
required.

Name
verification
quired.

Discussion.
saving the text.

is

saving

is

re-

Both programs offer optional methods of
The student can save the entire document,

portions of it, save it under a new name, save it automatically at timed intervals while editing, save it in a formatted (with page layout codes in place) or unformatted mode.
A recent version of TEXTRA allows saving the file in WordPerfect format.

This would permit separating the basic

function of writing from the confusion of editing.

That is,

a student could write in TEXTRA, and save the file on disk
in WordPerfect format for editing in WordPerfect, allowing
insertion of special features, fonts, and graphics.

In TEXTRA the student may save the text with the
[SHIFT-FlOJ entry or by selecting [SJ at the main menu.
Each one invokes the same sequence of name verification.
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The TEXTRA manual gathers this information in the brief
chapter nine (111-115).

In WordPerfect, the basic Save command,
listed on the template.

CFlOl, is

Saving the text is also a part of

the Exit sequence invoked by [F7}.

Information from the on-

line Help defines the action of [FlOl, and refers the student to other entries for Long Names, Exit, and the option
of Fast Save.

Nine index entries in the WordPerfect manual

lead to the optional methods of saving the text. The reference manual entry for Save does not contain any mention of
Long Names, but covers the other options.

Under the Index

entry Filing, the manual provides basic information about
the options available and leads the student to cross references.

Printing the Text.

With

the text saved on disk, printing

is not necessary any longer, even for assignments to be
handed in to a teacher.

Both programs offer the teacher or

editor the option of inserting comments into text files on
disk.

The comments can be used for guidance just as proof-

reader marks are.
however.

Paper is still the preferred medium,

In both word processors, the default printer

settings will produce a single spaced 8.5" x 11" format.
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TEX TR A

WordPerfect

Two methods of
access
printing are available.

to

One access to printing is
available via the [SHIFT-F71
command.

Printing from the main menu
follows the default settings.
Printing from the print menu
allows for options in printer, text to be printed, etc.

Printing follows the default
values, unless the options on
the print menu are exercised.

Information on printing is
explained in a separate chapter on printing.

Information on printing is
gathered in a four-page Reference section entry on printing.

Discussion.

It is in the printing functions that

WordPerfect features can become most complex.

It contains a

larger variety of print options, type fonts, kerning, spacing options, and also can insert graphics into the text.

To

master all of this would take a considerable amount of time
and practice.

The Wordperfect on-line Help for printing consists of
the same list of options as seen if the print command
[SHIFT-F71 were invoked.

The Reference section of the

manual provides a four-page description, with examples, of
the options shown on the print menu.

For information on

each of the options, such as Printer Selection or

View

Document, the student must look up that option in the Reference section.
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CONCLUSIONS

In contrasting the two manuals, we see that the TEXTRA
manual is arranged in a holistic fashion, with word processing functions such as printing or editing described as
topics, which include within the space of brief chapters all
the commands and techniques related to the function.

In the

Wordperfect manual we find that it can't be approached as a
single manual; the template, reference card, tutorial,
manual and on-line Help have to be absorbed into the user's
assumption before any level of proficiency can be achieved.
That is, to gain mastery of the program, the package must be
absorbed as a whole.

According to Brockman, the reference manual is the best
approach to take with complex programs:

The more the software is open-ended, the more it
can be customized by the user and used and viewed
from different directions ... the more the material ought to be packaged in a reference manual

( 12 ) .
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This description fits WordPerfect, which makes a Reference
manual and tutorial an apt strategy for documentation.

As

can be seen from the earlier descriptions, it would be
difficult to learn to use such a program by relying on the
Reference section of the manual.

It is advisable to work

through the tutorial lessons in the workbook or on-line
tutorial.

Brockman and Price agree that along with the

reference manual must go a tutorial, either as a part of the
manual or as part of the software, or both (Brockman 12;
Price 99).

For the less complex TEXTRA, the strategy of an inf erent ial manual with a varied approach to on-line Help also
seems appropriate.

Because of the reduced command reper-

toire the information in either form allows a compact presentation of the procedures for use.

In contrasting the two programs, we see that TEXTRA has
a limited repertoire of commands but is sufficiently flexible to provide word processing functions of creating, editing, formatting, printing, and saving text as does the more
complex WordPerfect.

The appearance of the finished text

can be varied sufficiently to give texture to the printed
material, making it useful for more than just typing themes.
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WordPerfect has a larger repertoire of commands, implying that the user has more options for manipulating and
controlling the appearance of the output.

For a student,

this facility has limited value; to a writer involved in a
book project, or a legal off ice producing documents to meet
court standards, this degree of control is highly desirable,
especially if it is repeatable.

This is not to say that a

novice user could not produce a theme paper using WordPerfect.

But for the task of producing the theme paper, the

student would use only a small fraction of the features in
the program.

In selecting a word processor, a user should not be
guided by just a long list of features

and capabilities,

but by style of the documentation, which determines the
accessibility of the features, the ease of learning, and the
time available for that learning.

To a teacher making such

a choice of word processor for students to use in a writing
class, this is especially apt, since the more time the
student spend on learning to use the word processor the less
there is available for the task of constructing readable
text.
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Appendix A.
The WordPerfect Function Keys.
Key

Alone

[SHIFT]

[ALT]

[CTRLJ

[Fl]

Cancel

Setup

Thesaurus

Shell

[F2l

->Search

<-Search

Replace

Spell

[F3]

Help

Switch

Reveal Codes

Screen

CF4l

->Indent

->Indent<-

Block

Move

[F5]

List

Date/Outline

Mark Text

Text In/Out

[F6J

Bold

Center

Flush Right

Tab Align

[F7l

Exit

Print

Columns/Table

Footnote

[F8]

Underline

Format

Style

Font

[F9]

End Field

Merge Codes

Graphics

Merge/Sort

CFlOl

Save

Retrieve

Macro

Macro Define

TEXTRA Function Keys
Key

EDIT (Alone)

[SHIFT]

[ALT]

[Fl]

more...

more...

more ...

[F21

insert line

split screen

high ASCII

[F3]

new format

search

edit formats

[ F4 1

highlight

replace

works cited

[F51

handbook

copy block

DOS access

[F61

spell check

move block

customize

[F7l

delete line

print

comments

CF81

delete block

page layout

statistics

[F91

delete word

merge/browse

endnotes

CFlOJ

undelete

save options

options
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Appendix B
TEXTRA Help Screen Example

Press CEscl to return to your

cocum~n~

The Save options command has two purposes.
It contains several ways to
save your document, as well as options related to saving documents.
S
N
P
D
B

A
F

Saves the current document onto disk, then returns you to your document
so you can continue working.
Saves as above, but first prompts you for a new name.
Allows you to save any portion of your document.
You'll be prompted to
mark the text you want to save, then for the name of a file.
Directory/document commands leads to a menu of directory/document commands
such as Rename, Delete, etc.
This switch controls whether a backup copy of your document is made when
you save your work.
For example, if you're editing a document called
CHAPTER1.TXT, and save it with this switch on, the original document is
renamed CHAPTER1.BAK, and your current work is saved with the original
name, CHAPTER1.TXT.
Turns the Automatic backup timer on and off.
If you turn it on, you are
prompted to specify how many minutes between backups.
Allows you to choose between saving in Norton Textra format (the most
common format to save in>, or ASCII format.

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

Norton Textra help

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

Press CEscl to return to your document
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WordPerfect Help Screen Example

Save
Saves the current document on disk.
The DOS filename can have up to eight
characters plus an optional period and three-letter extension.
C
).
If a file with that name already exists on disk,
WordPerfect will ask if you wish to replace it.
Files may also be saved using the Long Document Names feature.
A long
document name can contain up to 68 characters and is saved with your
document along with the regular DOS filename (see Long Document Names on
the Document Management/Summary screen under Setup: Environment).
Exit may also be used to save the document that you are working on.
only difference is that the Save key returns you to your dc~ument.

The

WordPerfect Fast Saves documents without formatting them first, cutting
down on save time.
You may change this option in the Setup: Environment
menu.
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Appendix D
QL1est i c•nna ire.
W. W. Norton & Co.
1.
I describe the tone c•f the TEXTF.:A manL1al
you have a favored descriptor?

as "narrative. "

De•

2.

Was the initial manual written by technical personnel
<programmers) or by a writer with English or Communications
trainino? Has this chanoed since the initial version?
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3.

How much research went into selecting a manual design and
integrating c•n-line with printed infc•rmC1tic n?
.
~
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4.
Did the simplicity c•r cc•mple:dty c f the prc gram design
influence the choice of manL1al design? /l.bs=~ fc~
Mr-;/.v.-..
1

is e~~( lo
Did
design.

5 •.

~9e

frl~ w~ ~ /76/)-flir-c~ /vi

u_.LJ?__,_;

So

manual

style c•f the IBM C•:•rp.
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1
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Y ·lh~~J

inflL1ence y•:•Llr manual
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6.

The first chapter emphasizes using the on-line help and
"film strips"
These "helps" seem t•:• replicate the infc•rmati•:•n in
the book closely.
Have you had complaints that drop~ing out of
writing to read information on the screen is a disruption?

lnk1n1 ~.//011 /f ~eh 'f/~-e_ 6~c~ fk--o/Ce_ Ke-11t ;"1 d;~r
~S.
l-i /
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7.
Professor Tuman, who is credited with developing the c•n-1 i ne
handbook has also written a book on writing with TEXTRA.
Was he
al SC• an aut h•:•r of the printed. TEXTF~A manL1al? "'-- //;·~
8.

Feel

free to add

/

f

Appendux E
QL1est ic•nnaire.
WordPerfect Corp.

1.

Was the initial manual written by technical personnel
<programmers) or by a writer with English or Communications
training? Has this changed since the initial version?

2.
WordPerfect comes with a reference manual, a tutorial Chard
copy and on-line) and a Workbook.
Was this design intended from
the beginning, or were some of these added after version 1.0 to
supple~~nt the c•thers? )s,y C~".)Jf)·'(i ~~ 1;,;_..· 1 ..,. ..2 ; r : >."/ _ ,. < : !:-.;.,
._,\

r"",_"! l"'L-

•

3.
Was the on-line help material prepared by programmers or by
communications personnel?

4.
Did the simplicity or complexity of the program design
influence the choice of manual design?
~ I

I \i O
5.
What economic considerations went into selecting manual
design'?
(_ 0-'..
c: (· C,.·. __.......>..:\ ;. >f,.,·'::: l'~.-;- _,,_ -.r;- "'"• •;
1 -".

, _, t-l'

I

6.
Did the manual style of the IBM Corp.
design.
<,

influence your manual

r.;.'

7.
WordPerfect seems to have spawned a secondary industry among
writers and publishers who produce suppplementary texts on how to
use the program.
To what extent was this a selected company
strategy, or did they percieve a need? To what extent were they
encouraged or aided by the company?
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free to add any other comments.
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